Behind the High Board Fence

Chapter 14—Papa suffers accident

1. Who offered the most hope for Father’s recovery?
   A Alan
   B Aunt Emma
   C Cal
   D Harry

2. What transportation was necessary for Father to stock his store?
   A buggy
   B horse
   C railroad
   D street car

3. Which best describes the mood in the house after the phone call about Father’s accident?
   A anxious
   B deadly
   C casual
   D relaxed

4. What will motivate Father to work towards recovery?
   A the hope of returning to his front porch
   B the need to get money from the railroad
   C the wish to import more fruit for the store
   D the urge to go back to his grocery business

5. Which is most like emphatic?
   A imaginative
   B forceful
   C thoughtful
   D unsure
Discuss and write about each chapter, completing open-ended sentences, such as:

1. I learned…

2. I predict…

3. I felt…because…

4. I thought…because…

5. I liked the way the writer (or illustrator)…